
Data 
privacy 
online

Data

Big companies 
stakeholders

Facebook

Amazon

Google

Apple

Data collecting

Personal 
informartion

Age
Name

Etchnicity
Country
Gender/sex
Family/friends
Interests

Politics

Advertisment

Cookies
Users create 

limits

4G management 
of phone apps

Location 
tracking

Turn of 
location

Terms of service
Cannot be 

adjusted, must 
comply

Managing 
cookies

What 
does it 
actually 

do?

Adjust what is 
shown on a 
"feed" based 
of gathered 

data

Algorythms 
learning behaviour

"Most frequent 
used apps in this 
location at this 

time of day"

Suggest apps to 
start the day with

Strategically take 
advantage of this

Living in a 
personalized soical 

media feed

Profits

Opinions

Radicalized 
views

Smart 
connections

electronic 
device that 
connects to 
a network

Bluetooth
4G/5G

Wi- Fi
ZigBee

Z- wave

Short distance 
between devices

10 - 30 meter

Open source

Long distance 
between devices
100 - 230 meter

Easy to use, 
more expensive

Athom 
Homey

Flow

Ask to enable features

Automatically enable 
features when entering 

the home

Tell you when your 
children are home

Connects to other 
devices in the home

Connects to 
"Messenger"

overview of 
smart devices

IoT 
(internet 
of things)

Capitalism

Sony

Microsoft
Voice 

activation

Popular 
smart 

devices

TV

Game 
consoles

alarm/
security 
systems

Upcoming
smart 

devices

Smart 
watches

Fitness 
tracker

Connected 
cars

electronic 
door- locks

heating

lighting

voice 
activated 
speakers

lawn 
movers

Roombas

Igloohome

Cloud services

Comply to save 
your information

Save your 
data exterior

Rely on 
company safety

Connect 
iPhone/iPad/iMac 

to each other

Leaked cloud

Know when 
you're being 

watched

Produces fear

Alters 
behaviour(?)

Stakeholders 
for Relink

policy makers

Teknologirådet

NAV

Forbrukerrådet

Datatilsynet

Skatteetaten
DNB

Relink WP7:

Convey findings 
to stakeholders

Scientific 
channels

Social media

Two 
dimmensions 

of security

Technical

Social 
dimmension

Peoples' 
knowledge and 
understading

In the householdOut in public

Family members 
in the household

Family 
members in 

public

People out 
in public

Phone,
internett

Public wi- fi

Multiple 
people 

connected 
to the same 

wi- fi

Need to 
comply

Virtual Privat 
Network (VPN)

?

Privacy

Something you have
Yourself without any intruders

Emotion of "yours"
You have yourself

Cyber security

Can be kept up through a VPN
A form of anti- virus

It has to do with safety
Something safety online

Privacy policy

Something politicians enact
About your well- being

Something safe, that is yours
Rules for the "yours"

Cookies

Something your browser stores
It is digital and edible

Terms of service

Something you always ignore
Agreement you make with the 

website
Approve before using product

Online privacy

Your own well- being online
Your rights online no one else 

is able to see

Smart device

A modern invention like 
iPhone or a tablet

It is a thing
(I don't know what smart means)

Google home and similar

Data

Digital information
Something said between two 

or more people
Client and host

Collected information

Data gathering

The storing of digital information
The act of harvesting

Research, bringing information?

VPN

Tunnel between two clients
Subscription form in 3 letters

Nord (YouTube ads)

Personværnserklering 
(norwegian)

Something you tell about 
yourself

Something the business must 
provide the user to accept

(not familliar with in norwegian)

Vilkår for bruk
(norwegian)

Something a store give for 
you to use a service/item 

you've bought
Something everyone skips

Bruksavtale å bekrefte
Terms of service?

The participants answersAlias game probe

The idea behind the game is to treat it as a probe to 
see how the participants would describe the listed 

terms. This brings out the most immideate knowledge 
people have regarding the words, mimicing the short 
time people spend reading ToS while exploiting  how 

they are percieved by the participants

Data analytics and Decision 
making

Data analytics and Decision 
making

Data transformation 
and loading

Data preprocessing

Data collecting

the process of examining data sets 
in order to find trends and draw 
conclusions about the information 
they contain

Data processing occurs when data 
is collected and translated into 

usable information.

Data transformation is the process 
of changing the format, structure, or 
values of data

Data preprocessing refer to 
manipulation or dropping of data 

before it is used in order to ensure 
enhanced performance,

Data collection is the process of 
gathering data for use in business 
decision- making, strategic planning, 
research and other purposes.

Goverment

Data 
holders

Individuals, 
the users

Privacy breach can occur at 
different stages of collecting 
and processing data. It is the 
responisibilty of government 
and data holders to ensure 
privacy preservation, as well 
as the individual to an extent

- transactional data
- location data
- medical records
- e- commerce data
- insurance data,
- photos and videos
- opinions and views

Every organization that deals with 
personal and sensitive data must 
employ a Data Protection Officer 
(DPO), a technology expert with 
sound knowledge on privacy 
policies and regulations.

Government is at the top 
due to being responsible 
for laws and regulations

Do not 
share with 
third party 

Abide by the 
federal law

No collection 
of meta data 
from devices

Consent of 
data owner for 
processsing

No auto 
profiling

Ethical practices 
in digital data 
processing by 
data holders

The figure by Ram Mohan Rao P, S. Murali Krishna and 
AP Siva Kumar (2021) depicts important ethical 

practices of conducting data processing.

Facebook situation with 
Cambridge Analytica

Facebook situation with 
Cambridge Analytica

Is the user aware 
what they give their 
consent to?

Cambridge Analytica creating 
phsycological profiles

Employers are responsible to ensure that their emplyoees get sufficient 
training in data security. Mistakes and slip ups can lead to data breahes and 
GDPR fines. Policies to instruct employees is important, and a policy can be 
reviewed through the five areas of the NIST cybersecurity framework.

Identify Protect Detect Respond Recover

Working from home

"I have nothing to hide"

Why are you not concerned 
about who has your information?

"It's annonymous"

"It's inevitable"

"I trust who has my info"
(in denial)

"I cannot be 
bothered to care"

Are you sure?

Are you sure?

Are you sure?

Are you sure?

Example of a double bind. 
No matter what you say or 

do, you cannot be right

User with issues 
regarding lower 

reading capabilities

Buys a new 
smart device

Privacy police of 
company spans 
about 70 pages

Accept 
ToS

P
point

Does the user understand they have agreed to the 
terms of services of the application or the website? 

Does anyone actually read the terms of service?

The terms of 
services are bad

due to the 
structure of the 
conversation.

The user is not 
preperaed to read

several pages, 
they only want to 

use the service 
fast

The language is not 
comprehensive in a 
short time span. It is

also not designed 
for any other user 
than the person 

who worte it

Terms of service 
is too large for 

anyone to actually
read, yet they 

exist because they
are a requirment

User does not know 
what info is used for, 
but remains apatheic

Buys a new smart 
device or app

Is condfronted 
with with walls 
of text of ToS

Accepts them 
regardelss of what is 

asked for in ToS

Research aspects 
regarding data 

gathering

Percieve ToS 
and companies 

gethering 
information as 

mostly negative 
negative

Research into the 
negative aspects 
of data gathering

Be made aware of the 
positive aspects such 
as optimization and 

customisations for users

Cybernetics of participating 
systems under constant 

reconstruction by its constitute

Second order cybernetics

Critical feedback regarding own 
personal experiences of personalization 
of different apps through data gathering

"What if someone is kidnapped and 
need to be traced?"

Research postiive or 
more neutral aspects 

regarding data gathering

Despite not 
understanding, 

accepts ToS anyway

Atempts to 
access website

Is met with long 
page of text, need 

to confirm that 
you have read

Language is difficult and  
user rely on prior 

knowledge of legal issues

"The readability of websites’ 
ToS and privacy policies has 

been cited as a major reason 
why most users do not read or 
understand these documents."

Robinson E.P.,  Yicheng Z.,  
(2020) Beyond “I Agree”: 

Users’ Understanding of Web 
Site Terms of Service

Downloaded: 12.10.2022

Negative feedback loop
"90% of consumers accept 
legal terms and conditions 

without reading them."

Cakebread C., (2017) You're 
not alone, no one reads terms 

of service agreements
Downloaded: 12.10.2022

A system that produces something other 
than what is recognizable in the thing 

itself. Does the ToS create an apathy for 
how your information is treated?

Allopoetic design

VPN?
The concept of how a conversation 
regarding a problemetic subject is 

dependent on both the participants and 
the structure of conversation

Metalogues

Not being 
online
at all

Being 
connected 
through 4G 
and public

wi- fi

Being online
through any 

means 
possible

Lack of 
compliance
gives less 

access

Feeling 
unwatched

Staying 
away from 
shady hot 

spots
concerned 

what 
happens to 

data

Turning 
off all 

devices

Is aware of 
spying, data 

share, comply 
anyway

Being 
connected 

through home 
wi- fi only

Being 
connected 

through home
wi- fi and 4G 

only

Feeling 
left out?

Feeling 
at home

Feeling
safer

Feeling 
connected

Feeling 
casual, less 

worried

Feeling
safe

Feeling 
worried

Feeling 
taken 

advantage 
off

Feeling 
exposed

Helpless

Unsafe

Worried 
about data

expense

Use less
of data

Feeling safe
with data 
provider

Feeling 
uncertain 
with data 
provider

Being 
indifferent

Trusted

Feeling 
less 

capable

Refuse to 
connect to 

certain 
places

Paranoia

What is 
their 

interest?

Hackers Tech- 
companies?

Companies 
gathering 

info

Facebook/
Meta

Gathering 
user 

information

Sell 
advertisment

Aquire 
personal 
sensitive 

information

Personalized 
advertisment

Identity
theft

Surveillance/ 
stalking

Victims 
of abuse

Taking 
advantage 
of peolpe

Emotionally
vunerable 
individuals

Young 
people

Teenagers/
young 
adults

Kids/
teenagers

ransom
ware

Sexual
abuse

indoctrination 
to cults and 
extrimists

lonely 
people

Bank 
information

location/
place of 

living

Accessing 
personal 
info on 

social media

Government

Russia China USA

Do the 
users 

understand
the ToS?

means 
of being 
abused

Old 
people

The user 
going through 

Oslo area

Public bus, 
phone payment

The user pays for 
a bus ticket, which 
is then loged in a 
digital receipt

Where does the “home” start and 
where does it end? Is the car part of 
the home? What about the garage? 
The garden? The mobile phone?

The connection to the house 
ends when you lose means 
or resources of connecting 
back to your home or the 
individuals inside it

The house starts 
within the walls of 

the house or any 
indiviudal inside 

the home

A modern home is similar to a sort of 
microscopic home globalization, with 
constant internet connection allowing 
us to always be connected with our 
peers despite distance

A house without any individual living 
there is just a building

Family 
member still in 
the household

Using the free 
public wi- fi. the 
user contacts 
the house

The user calls 
their spouse at 
the household

Messages to 
pick up son 
from friend's 
house

The user looks up 
a toystore through 
his phone to shop 
for his son

The user arrives to 
pick up their son

using 4G the user 
finds his sons's 
location through 
google maps

Son recieves 
message about 
father's arrival

Friend's mother 
sends location 
to father

User journey outside the household

Amazon
Alexa

Printer
Magic light

Boiler (bluetooth)

Bathroom weight

Laptop

Yale doorman lock

Tesla with app

Xiaomi sensors

Annova sous

Lawn
mover

Ventilation z- wave

Home assistant 
software PI

Kick bike app

Energy meassure

CanBee

Zigbee

Smart- TV

Stereo

Washing machine

Babycall

Weather station

Motion sensor

Apple TV
Apple iPad
Apple iMac

Google
Home

Google
Mini

Google
Nest

Sonos
speakers

IKEA
light bulbs

Chromcast

Apple
iPhone

Phillip 
speakers

Samsung 
smart watch

Heaters

Anders
42 years old

8 year old son
11 year old son

Google home 
devices

Economist,
political consultant

Google Nest Hub

Google mini

Google mini

Google Home

Apple devices Vaccum cleaner

stereo

TV

lights (6 bulbs?)

IKEA
no cables Magic lights

Heating

iPad

iPhone

Semi- detached household
in the Oslo Area

Bjørnar
35 years old

3 year old 
daughter

Robot lawn mover

Marine engineer, 
working in 

district heating

House in Trondheim

Wife
34 years old

Ventilation
(z- wave moist 

meassure system)Philips hue light 
system (40-50 units)

Tesla with
app control

wifi bathroom 
weight

kick bike 
with app

Google home 
devices

energy measurement 
with app

Yale doorman lock

Google Nest 
surveillance 

camera

Google home hub 
smart speaker

Google mini 
speaker

Bluetooth cooking 
measurement

Weather station

Google chromcast x3

Wifi (annova sous 
vide circulator)

Heat pump with app

Cecilie
31 years old

5 month old son

Administration
in a book store 

chain

Apartment in Oslo area

Husband
30 years old

Google home 
devices Google Nest

Google mini x4
(Only 2 in use)

Sonos smart 
speaker

Sonos One

Sonos Beam

Philips Hue 
bulbs/lamps/lightings 

strips x9

TP link plugs connected 
to lighting strips x2

TP link plugs connected 
to standing fan

Nanoleaf lighting 
panel

Arlo babycall

Samsung gear
S- watches x2

(not in use anymore)

Erik
24 years old

Master student 
about to 
graduate

Apartment rented in Oslo area

Wife
-- years old

Google home 
devices

Chromecast audio

Google home hub 
smart speaker

Zigbee buttons

Home Assistant 
software on 

Raspberry Pi

IKEA
no cables

Zigbee

ConBee2

All the devices are 
run through the 
home assistant

Xiaomi sensors

rrr

Gabriella
27 years old

Student

Apartment rented in 
Oslo area

Google Home

Smart light bulbs

Mills heaters

Pet - Dog

Lives with it
part- time

Harold
74 years old

Retired

Apartment in 
Oslo area

Google Home x2

Amazon Alexa

Roomba vaccum

Ivar
81 years old

Retired 
researcher 

within biology

Apartment rented in Oslo area

Wife
82 years old Google Home

Amazon Alex

Roomba vaccum

Samsung tablet

Jarle
71 years old

Retired teacher 
and school 

administrator

House outside Bergen 
(half the year in Spain)

Wife
72 years old

Bluetooth
hearing aid

iPad

iPhone

Mac computer

Apple devices

Kristin
70 years old

Retired, worked 
with culture and 
administration, 

before that sales 
person in IT 
companies

Apartment in 
Oslo area

Google Nest mini

iPad
iPhone

Mac computer

Apple devices

Line
33 years old

6 year old daughter
10 months old son

CEO of a small 
tech company, 
education in art

Apartment in Oslo

Husband
-- years old

Apple devices

iPhones x3

iPads x2

Apple TV

Sonos speakers x3

Laptops x3
Motion sensor

Babycall 
(optional internet 

connection)

IKEA
no cables light bulbs

Martin
34 years old

6 year old daughter
10 months old son

Programmer, 
self taught

Apartment in Oslo

Wife
-- years old

Smart plugs 3

Oslo washing 
machine and dryer 
(can be connected 

to internet)

Motion sensor

IKEA
no cables light 

bulbs x7-8

Apple devices

Apple TV

iPads

iPhones x3

Relink interviewd different 
households about electronic 
apparatesus they own that are 
connected to wi- fi, wether 
trough bluetooth or directly 
through router or ethernet

Certain providers like apple 
and google have multiple 
devices avaiable thorughout 
the home, giving them more 
access into your everyday life

Child is dependent on 
an adult if they do not 
have smart devices

The user is detects 
how far away they 
are using GPS 
from google maps

Unlocks door 
through 

phone app

Place music and 
talks to Alexa and 

google home

Fridge has the 
lastest news 
and forecast 
through wi- fi

Adjust temprature 
based on forecast

Access 
chromecast 
through wi- fi

Sleep duration 
and is tracked 
during sleep

Z- wave ventilation 
system opens due 
to shower steam

Energy used is 
tracked and sent 
to and app

User journey inside the household

The user 
going home 
from work

Tesla, smart 
device 

connected

Physical interaction with device or object

Consciously sending digital information

Information subconsciously given and stored

 itavisen.no

Snowden advarer
Norge mot
overvåkningsloven -
ITavisen
Edward Snowden advarer Norge mot
den nye e-tjenestenloven som samler
inn data om norske borgere. Lekkeren
mener informasjonen vil misbrukes.

Mass surveilance by 
norwegian government

The intelligence service of 
Norway will collect metadata from 
nearly all communication done by 
norwegian citizens without having 
to ask for permission first. This is 
regardless of any criminal record 
or suspcion of illegal activity. The 
law was criticized on twitter by 
Edward Snowden, claiming the 
norwegian government has no 
need for such a law, and instead 
only benfit american interests.

Input

User 1 talking to 
another user 2

User 2 talking to 
another user 2

Atempts to 
access website

Knows the 
government can 
acces everything 

that is said

Apathy towards 
the surveillance

Limits activity 
due to paranoia

Keeps acting as 
normal on websites

Unknowing of what the 
government wants with 

information

Uses VPN to avoid 
government 
interfering

- Name
- Date
- Time of day
- Location
- IP- adress

Sensitive data from 
online conversations
stored for 18 months

Smart devices in 
your household

General mapping based on 
interview with Henry Mainsah

Resonisibilty for data security

Bein online 
vs offline

Who is a potential 
threat online?

Sensitive data 
that can be stolen

Participants: 4 total
Age range: 24-27

One player picks a random card and holds it in front 
of their face, making it able to read only to the other 
players. The other players are then tasked to explain 
the word to the player holding the card, wihout using 

the word itself, while the card holder must guess 
correctly. There are two teams, with two players 

each. The winning team is the one with most rights 
within the 30 seconds time limit for each word

Users say they enjoy recieving 
specified information when relevant 

to an app they are using often

The Æ app gives recommendations and 
discounts based on what you buy in store

Ads that pop up on your phone based on 
if you are near a store of the same brand

Gives a similar intrusive feeling as companies 
trying to be "friends" on social media

YouTube reccomends videos based on 
your watch history and subscriptions

Users say they do not enjoy recieving 
specified information when based of 

location tracking, as it is more intrusive

Benefits of our data 
being collected

Abductions can be 
easier trackedEasier to 

develop for 
the users

Better 
recommendations

Track illegal 
online, criminal 

activities

Can be paid to gather 
information 

(betaltenettundersokelser.com)

Easier to 
understand and 
appeal to users

Avoid 
irrelevant info

Z
zoom

Z
zoom

The proposed intervention

The Relink workshop was organized by Cristina 
Paupini and took place over the course of two days. 
The researcher for this giga- map participated in the 
workshop themselves. The main issue in relation to 

data privacy was to make  the consummer understand 
and grasp the informaiton that is collected about them, 

what data is used for and who has access to it. This 
mainly is due to overly conveluted terms of service 

with excessive amount of information

Relink Workshop 

The solution is to make 
the terms of services 
more comprehensible 

for the end user

Why? Once the user understand 
the terms of services 

better, they are able to 
better understand what 

they agree to

Then the user understand 
all aspects of ToS better, 

both positive and negative 
ones and their ability to do 

something about them

If none is provided, 
government may become 

aware and set requirments 
for the data holders

Being more aware of ToS, 
the user may seek out or 
review which application 

they see most appropriate

To difficult to specify a
standardisation

Standardisation can be 
demanded into law

Lightning and 
USB- C cable 

by UN law

Oppurtunities

Barriers

Why?

The end user is still 
responsible to an extent

More awarness creates 
"common knowledge"

Brands may 
demand use 
of their profile

Rely heavily 
on if the user 
actually care

Ceratin companies 
being on a smiilar level 

as countries 
tehmselves, close to 

monopolies

Use international 
cooperation to set 
demands for big 

companies

Google, Sweden 
and dictionary 

use of "googling"

EU, Facebook 
and Cambridge 

analytics

The supply of these 
services may be low

Encourage it, seen as a 
"trusted status"

Healthy 
competition 

between 
companies?

Examples realted 
to real life events

Why? Why?

The workshop and intervention was done together 
with three other students. Considering the researcher 
was participating in the workshop themselves, it can 

be considered a form of dual- interviewing, in which the 
researcher themselves are the one being interviewed

Creating a standardized interface for how to display 
the terms of services in an application, website or 
physical product. The solution takes advantage of 
senses like sound, sight, iconagraphy, vibration 
feedback and simplified language to create a 

universal solution that does not discriminate against 
any form of handicap. The idea is once the user can 
understand the terms of service better, they will be 

more willing to comply to them. If this is no the case, 
the company will be encouraged to change their 

terms of service should the costumer chose not to 
buy or download a service due to the terms of service

The suggested 
intervention

A rating system would assist the users in determining 
an apps trustability. The scores would be provided by 

unbiased NGOs related to the relevant handicaps. 
The new system would have a heavy focus on 

universal design as to make the ToS accessible to 
those with vision, hearing or reading disabilities

User with issues 
regarding dyslexia 

and hearing

Buys a new 
smart device

Privacy police of 
company spans 
about 70 pages

Accept 
ToS

User with issues 
regarding dyslexia 

and hearing

Buys a new 
smart device

Privacy police is much 
more comprehensive 

to undserstand

Accept 
ToS in the 

phone

Does not buy 
due to ToS

Finds a smart 
device in store and 
see the ToS on the 

back of the box

The information given to 
the companies is more 

clear to the user

Before and after 
an improved ToS

Looks for other 
devices fulfilling 

their needs instead

When downloading an app 
for either the device or the 
app itself, the user is met 

with the same ToS. Here is 
where they will actually 

accept or decline the ToS

By having the ToS visible 
physically on the product, 
the user is aware of what 
they agree to before even 

buying the product

12
11

10
9

8
7

6
5

4
3

2
1Flow of 

information

structure of 
the system

Mindset/
paradigm

Leverage 
points for the 
intervention

The system

The way ToS is 
shown makes it 
more accessible

Seeing the ToS 
clearly allows to 
decide which to 

agree with

Companies focus on 
having well defined 

ToS for more 
trustworthyness

Judging how well the ToS  
take universal design into 

consideration, various 
association realted to 

disabilities wil give insight

Sound and vibration to 
aid certain handicaps to 
understand ToS in apps

The faces explains what 
areas the company uses 

data responsibly, and where 
improvement is needed

Short explanation of 
what features are being 
asked permission to use

Title explains the 
features being used

Use of iconography 
to further enhance 

understanding of the 
features being used

More in- depth of 
what the ToS asks 

permission to utilize

The ToS needs to be 
understandable to people with 

various forms of disabilities

Host competitions to giver 
awards to the companies with 
the most honest ToS. Create a 
form of ritual event related to 

before/during/after the awards?

Accepting the ToS, the 
company is granted 

access to what is asked for

Demanding 
mandatory use of the 
system on domestic 
or continental level

Data security 
& project

The goal for the Relink project is to develop 
frameworks, tools and scenarios to adress 
risks and safety issues related to household 
electronics and their connection to internets 
and the privacy issues that follow.

This giga-map is divided into a sort of 
timeline sectioned by blue lines:

- General mapping overview
- Household mapping
- Responsibilty mapping, 
- Pain-point mapping (ToS), 
- Relink workshop
- Suggested intervention

- What roles do socio-technical practices and 
infrastructures play in shaping security and 
privacy risks in technologies of the home?

The european union defines privacy realted 
to data protection as everyone has the right:

- To the protection of personal data 
   concerning him or her

- To access to data which has been collected 
concerning them, and the right to rectifie it

This right is enshrined in article 8 of the �
Charter of Fundamental Rights.

- What tools & interventions can be developed 
to enable digitally resilient households?

Research questions for 
the Relink project

Defintion of privacy

Data policy is too large for anyone to read. 
The only reason they exist is because they 
are e requirement, despite how convoluted 
they are written and how extensively long 
they are. Terms of services are comparable 
to the sped-up text at the end of commer-
cials, in which it is not meant to be read by 
the average person

What is new is also the tendency of major 
global tech companies entering the smart 
home market, and privacy becomes a highly 
contentious issue as most of the companies 
rely on massive data extraction, subscription 
and cloud-services that tie consumers to 
their ecosystems.

Transparency regarding
privacy practice

Terms of service/terms of use and terms of 
conditions is the legal agreement that is 
made between a provided service its users. 
When using the service, the user must agree 
to the terms of services by the provider of 
the application in question.

Definition of terms of service

A smart device is something that connects to 
an app, the internet, a local network, or an-
other device using a wireless connection. 
Smart devices can communicate and control 
each others' functions, automated from the-
human input. This is a homesmart protocol.

Smart device and 
homesmart protocol

Intervention in Relinks 
work packages

WP 1
Project administration 
and managment

WP 2
Mapping and conceptual 
framework

WP 3
Household IT 
security practices

WP 4
Building tools for every-
day risk managment and 
public awarness

WP 5
Foresight and 
future scenarios

WP 6
Digital vulnerability 
population survey

WP 7
Communication, 
dissemination and future 
research impact agenda

Relink

The use of the Google logo is merely to sym-
bolize a company collecting data. The only 
exception is the very first initial use of the 
logo in which it is placed next to the Apple 
logo, and both logos are meant to represent 
their respective companies.

Use of the Google logo 
throughout the map


